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We announce the following result and sketch the method of proof. 

THEOREM. There exist absolute constants A and B such that iff is any 
meromorphie function in the complex plane, then there exist entire func
tions g and h such that f—g/h and such that 7\r, g)^AT(Br, f) and 
T(r, h) £ AT (Br J) for allr>0. 

Here T(ry f) is the Nevanlinna characteristic of ƒ evaluated at r. 
Rubel and Taylor [ l ] have obtained such a representation for cer

tain special classes of meromorphic functions. I t is shown in [ l ] that 
both the arguments and the moduli of the zeros and poles of ƒ play an 
important role in such a representation; the proof of the above the
orem is based on results in [ l ] together with a new technique for 
"balancing" the zeros and poles of/. 

We now sketch the proof. Let Z = {zn} be the set of poles of ƒ 
listed according to multiplicity. Without loss of generality we may 
assume/(0) ¥- <». Let 

ƒ' r nit Z) 
dt 

,-„.-- o t 

From [l ] it is sufficient to show that there exist absolute constants A' 
and B' and a set Z = \zn\ containing Z such that for all r>0, 

(1) N(r,2) â A'T(B'rJ) 

and such that for all positive integers k and all 5 > r è 1, 

„v , - ^ , - » . ^ A'T{B?r,f) , A'T(B's,f) 

* K|§B|s« \Zn/ 

2 is constructed in the following way. For each integer N^ 1, we 
consider those zn(EZ such that 2 J V<|s„ | S2N+l and relabel them 
simply Zi, z2l • • • , zPN with Zj=\z3-\e

ie> and \ZJ\ =2N+a> where 
0KOLJS 1 for 1 ^.jSpN* For notational convenience we do not indicate 
the obvious dependence of 3y, 0y, and aj on N. We define 
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gs(fi) = - 2 £ ( £ 2-»a+«/> exp[im(0 - 6})]\ 

and 

fN(6) - Re g* (0) + 2pN. 

I t is immediate that 

(3) 0 ^ ƒ*(*) g 4{n(2*+S Z) - »(2", 2)} 

and that, for each positive integer k, 

(4) ]£( — ) + — I e-im-kw-»fN(e)dd = o. 
y-i \ Zy / 2TTJO 

We let 

where [ ] denotes the greatest integer function and choose 0} such that 

(s) T- f ' M0)**6 - * y - o, i , . . . , LH. 

The dependence of 0/ on iV is omitted from the notation. 
We let Z'N= {2N^exp[id;]: j = 0, 1, • • • , LN}, Zf = \JN^Zf

Nf and 
2 = ZyJZ'. Condition (1) now follows from (3) and (5). I t remains to 
show 8k,N is small for all positive integers k and N, where 

h,N = ( 1 \* 1 r2ir 

The quantity 5&,jy is small because the sum involved is essentially an 
approximating Riemann sum for the integral. The fact that bk,N is 
small combined with (4) enables us to conclude (2), finishing the 
proof. There are lengthy details which we must take up elsewhere. 
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